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ABSTRACT
IONOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVE MEASUREMENTS
WITH THE USU DYNASONDE
by
Jun Yuan Deng, Electrical Engineer
Utah State University, 1991
Major Professor:. Dr. Gardiner S. Stiles
Department: Electrical Engineering
A method for the measurement of ionospheric Gravity Waves (GW) using the Utah State
University (USUD Dynasonde is outlined in this report. This method consists of a series of
individual procedttres, which includes functions for data acquisition, adaptive scaling, polarization
discrimination, interpolation and extrapolation, digital filtering, windowing, spectrum analyses,
OW detection and graphics display. Concepts of system theory are applied to treat the ionosphere
as a system. An adaptive ionogram scaling method has been developed for automatically
extracting ionogram echo traces from noisy raw sounding data. The method uses the well known
Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm to form a stochastic optimal estimate of the echo trace
which is then used to control a moving window. The window tracks the echo trace,
simultaneously eliminating the noise and interference. Experimental results show that the
ix
proposed method functions as designed. Case studies which ¢xwact GW from ionosonclc
measurements have been carried out using the techniques described in this report. Geophysically
significant events have been detected and thc resultant proc_ss_l results are illustrated
graphically. This method has also been developed with the goal of real rime implementation in
mind. Execution time is evenly distributed between functional blocks so that a parallel
computation can be easily implemented with the use of a pipeline mechanism.
ff
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of digital ionosondcs in 1900s, ground-based sweep frequency
radars have been significantly improved. By means of such insmunents, investigations of the
relationship between, radio wave propagation and the characteristics of the ionosphere, and the
relationshipbetween the variationsor irregularitiesof the ionosphcr_ and the relativechange of
the echo parameters, have been dominant in the area of upper atmosphere physics. The rapid
development of VLSI during the 1970s has made itpossible for modem digitalradars to deal
with multi paramcmr ionogram data and to extract the gcophysically important ionospheric
characteristics.With the help of these modem techniques,exploringthe mystery of the Traveling
Ionospheric Disturbance (TID) and ionospheric Gravity Waves (GW) have been made easier.
Many theoreticaland observational resultshave been achieved and several comprehensive
reviews [Yeh and Liu, 1974; Testud, 1973; Hines, 1974; Francis,1975; Hunsucker, 1982] and
books [Beer, 1974; Hines ¢t al.,1974; Gossard and Hookc, 1975] have been published in this
area.
Newly developed Ionogram autoscalingtechniques have dealtwith predictionsof smooth
previous ionograms [Wright, 1972] and function approximation [Reinisch and Huang, 1983];
recently,they have dealtwith pseudo-u'ace and multiparametcrs [Fox, 1988].
I.I IONOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES
¢
2The phenomenon of the ionospheric gravity wave has been recognized as the
manifestationof Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances.Ithas been widely and comprehensively
studiedin both the theoreticaland experimentalaspects.In general,GW's occur in threedistinct
forms: largescale,medium scale,and small scale.Large scalewaves have Periods of 30 minutes
or longer with horizontalwavelengths of many hundreds to thousands of kilometers.Their phase
and group velocitiesvary from about 300 to 900 meters Per second. Medium scale waves have
periods of about 5 to 30 minutes with lessthan a few hundred kilometers wavelength. Their
phase and group velocitiesaxe lessthan 300 meters per second. Small scalewaves have periods
of about 2 to 5 minutes and phase and group velocitiesof about 300 to 3000 meters per second.
Studies indicatethatGW generation isrelatedto the Lorentz force and Joule heating.
Many sources have been discovered,such as volcanicexplosions,troposphericturbulence,large
man-made explosions,auroralphenomena, convectivethunderstorms,etc.Other possiblesources,
such as theelectrondensityirregularities,eclipses,and theHarang discontinuity[Maynard, 1974]
have also been reported.Gravity Waves propagate from the source to other parts of the
ionosphere as soon as they are generated.Large scaleGWs usually have large amplitudes and
propagate relativelyfarther[Richmond, 1978].Ithas also been reported thatheat conduction is
usually more important than Joule force in attenuatingGWs.
The most recent areas of ionospheric GW research are:(1) GW and T[D cause-effect
relations;(2) determinationof the directionof propagationof TIDs; (3) "Fine-structure"of GW
sources such as the durationand quantificationof energy input intothe ionosphere; (4) Relation
and interactionof GWs generated in the ionosphere and middle atmosphere; (5)Effectsof TI:Ds
upon radio propagation; (6) Global and multi-technique investigationsof the behavior of
ionospheric GWs, and (7) New techniques and methods in GW measurements.
1.2 TOOLS OF IONOSPHERIC GW MEASUREMENT
Many instruments am available to n_asum and observe the ionospheric GWs. The most
common used methods am sat_Uite and rocket sensors, ionosonclns, incoherent radar, coherent
radar, partial reflection radar, magnetometers, and photometric observation instruments (for
thunderstorms).
Rockets and satellites with remote sensors and other space instnmaents provide the
advantage of studying the behavior of the ionosphere in-situ and in horizontal directions. They
have alsogreatlyenhanced our knowledge of ionosphericdynamics, but they are limitedin use
because of theirhigh cost.
The ground-based ionospheric sounding method is, perhaps, stillone of the most
important tools.Itis able to measure all the observables contained in electromagnetic signals
reflectedfrom the ionosphere. There are four major techniques used for ground-based radio
sounding. They are partialreflection,ionosondes, coherent radar,and incoherent radar.Each
technique isbased on a differentreflectionmechanism and has itsown objective.(1) The partial
reflection method is used to determine the D region electron density profile and to investigate
horizontal stratified irregularities. The partial reflection measurement is used mainly to compare
the amplitude and phase differences of the O-mode and X-mode traces. In general, partial
reflection transmitters use 50-100kw peak power with a pulse width of 25gs, and a large aperttm:
receiving antenna array. (2) The ionosonde, in contrast to the partial reflection technique, scans
a large frequency band from below 1 MHz up to 20 MHz. It measures the ionization structure
f,
4from the E region to the peak of the F tog/on. Most ionosondcs use 50-6001_s pulses for oblique
and vertical sounding and transmitter peak powers between 1 and 10 kw. (3) The coherent radar
is sensitive to coherent echoes from quasi-dc_rministic irregularity su-ucun_s and is extremely
sensitive normal to the geomagnetic field. Coherent radars usually work at high f_qucncy (HF)
or very high frequency (VHF) from 10 to 100 MHz. In the high latitude area, HF frequencies
above the F layer critical frequency can be rcflcctexl if the radio wave is perpendicular to the
magnetic field. For the E region, a VHF beam can be rcflccteA perpendicular to the magnetic
field. (4) The incoherent radar technique is more powerful than any of the above three
techniques. It can measure electron density, electron and ion t_mperaULrcs, ion compositions and
ion and electron velocities in the E and F regions. Incoherent radars usually work at frequencies
between 50 and 1000 MHz. Because of their extremely high cost, only a few incoherent radar
facilities have been built.
Ground-based ionosondes armed with modern computer control and digital data processing
techniques arc able not only to measure the echo parameters such as range, angle of arrival,
amplitude, phase, wave polarization, and doppler frequency, but arc also to work globally with
network, remote control, automatic electron density profile calculations, and cenu'a.lized dam
collection.
f
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1.3 THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS REPORT
The objectiveof thisreport isto design a feasibleschemc to measure ionospheric OWs
with the USU dynasonde. This reportbegins with a rcvicw of recentionospheric GW studies,as
well as the USU dynasondc configurationand itscharacteristics.From a system theory point of
5view, the author views the ionosphere as an unknown system so that the system modeling and
identification method is applied to investigate the ionosphere. By this method an adaptive
ionogram scaling method is examined. This method, based on random signal processing theory,
uses the well known Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm to automatically track the radar echo
traces and then extracts the O=mode and X-mode traces from the raw radar data. The theoretical
analyses and the practical implementation of this method are discussed in detail. Case studies of
the adaptive scaling application in the GW measurement process are carried out. After the
adaptive scaling process, a full ionospheric GW detection scheme is designed. It includes the O-
mode and X-mode trace separation, echo trace interpolation, digital f'fltering, h'(f) profile
generation, power spectrum analyses and graphics presentation. Finally, the report ends with a
discussion of some observations to demonstrate the capability of the designed scheme of GW
measurement. It is worth while to point out that the designed scheme can be easily implemented
in real time. Functional blocks can be processed in parallel with equal execution time in a
pipeline fashion.
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6CI-IAFFER II
IONOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
It was discovered in the 1950s that a variety of waves exist in the atmosphere and
ionosphere, of which the Gravity Wave is one. There are many known sources causing GWs,
such as volcanic explosions, tropospheric turbulence (jet streams), auroral phenomena, large man-
made explosions and thunderstorms. Once generated, the Gravity Waves carry with them energy
and momentum from the source to other parts of the atmosphere. The literature shows that
ionosphere electrodynamics and GWs are highly correlated [Yeh and Liu, 1974; Testud, 1972;
Hines, 1974; Francis, 1975; Gossard and Hooke, 1975; Beer, 1974]. When a GW propagates
through the ionosphere, it sweeps the ionization into a wavelike distribution through collisions
between the charged and neutral particles. Generally, GWs occur in the ionosphere in three
distinct forms: large scale, medium scale, and small scale. They are different in wavelength,
period, and speed of propagation (see Table 2.1).
In order to understand GW, knowledge of the generation (source), propagation (period,
direction; speed), and dissipation are essential.
2.1 GENERATION
Several formulas for the source functions have been presented in the literature [Chimonas
t
and Hines, 1970; Kamide and Brekke, 1975]. Because of the complexity of the source and the
events in the upper atmosphere, one has to make several assumptions to simplify his derivation.
It has been established that the most likely high latitude ionospheric GW sources are: (1) Joule
f
I
7heating and Lorentz forces associated with the auroral electrojet and; (2) intense particle
precipitation events [Hunsucker, 1982]. Richmond [1978] also pointed out that thermospheric
GW energies _ generated either by the Lorcnt.z acceleration int.cracting with a wind velocity
in the same direction or else by a heat source int_'acting wit.h a perturbation in the scale height.
Properties of ionospheric GWs
_p
Beer [1974] also pointed out that F region TIDs can be categorized into three separate
cIasses: (1) Very large types which usually follow magnetic storms, (2) medium scal_ TIDs
which are common during the day, and (3) a type due to incoherent superposed gravity waves
propagating to ionospheric heights from below.
It is also possible that electron density irregularities moving at supersonic speeds in the
F region might, under certain conditions, generate GWs [Hunsucker, 1982].
In the analyses of GW generation, Richmond [I978] reached the following conclusions:
(1) The amount of gravity wave energy generated is proportional to the square of the amplitude
8of either the heat input or the momentum input of the source, so large amplitude disturbances are
particularly effective in generating GW energy.
(2) The influence of the vertical distribution of the source on the spectral composition of vertical
wavelengths generated can be estimated with reasonable accuracy, even in the absence of precise
observations of the source parameters.
(3) The influence of the horizontal dimension and temporal scale of the source on the spectrum
of GWs generated can be rathercomplex..
(4) The efficiencyof GW energy generation associatedwith currents is independent of the
electricfield strength for the Lorentz force contribution,but is proportionalto the horizontal
component of the electricfieldfor the Joule heat contribution.
(5) The relativeimportance of the Lorentz force to Joule heating in generating gravity waves
depends primarily on the electricfieldstrength.
Ithas alsobeen shown thatoscillationsinelectronand ion temperature or electrondensity
and plasma velocityoscillationsare manifestationsof GWs [Testud, 1973].
f,
2.2 PROPAGATION
The most recent theoretical advances in understanding GW propagation have been made by
Tcstud [1972], Ych and Liu [1974], Hines [1974], Francis [1975], and Richmond [1978]. The
hypothesis that TIDs are the ionospheric manifestations of GWs has received nearly complete
and often observations of TIDs are used to make statements about atmospheric waveacceptance
generation and propagation. Early in 1975, Francis discussed the propagation mechanism for bothI
large and medium scale TIDs produced by auroral zone sources. He predicted that the
I
9atmospheric rusponscs to an auroral zone source mechanism should consist of a discrete spectrum .....
of guided modes (largescale TIDs) and a continuous spectrum of freelypropagating internal
waves (medium scale TIDs) in the upper atmosphere. The freely propagating internal waves may
existatany altitude.Francis alsopredictedthatthe average fluctuationsof the auroralelecu'ojet
arc sufficientm generate freelypropagating GWs which should be detectableat largedistances
as TIDs. Although he went into considerablederailm investigateTID propagation in the middle
High Latitude ionosphcxe, Francis points out because of the complexities of the propagation
medium and source characwristicsfor the TIDs and GWs, itwould stillbe a ratherformidable
problem.
In his conclusion,Richmond [1978] statesthat:(1)ray paths of GWs in the thermosphere
tend tocurve upward for horizontalwave vclocidcsgreaterthan 200m/s. Downward propagating
waves arc reflected upward in the lower thermosphere iftheirhorizontalcomponent of velocity
is_eater than 250m/s. (2) From a given source point to a given observationpoint,short-period
GWs navel fast,and long-period GWs navel more slowly.
2.3 DISSIPATION
Different scales of ionospheric GW have differentdissipativebehavior. In the upper
atmosphere wave amplitudes may be largebut atthe same time dissipativeeffectsarc also large.
This has been shown by a variety of observational results that at any one height one particular
gravity wave is dominant, but at higher or lower heights waves with some other frequency or
wave number dominate.
qf
I0
Francis [1975] concluded tha_ (I) dissipative effects progressively remove more and more
of the slower moving and shorter-period waves as the observation point is moved farther and
farther from the source. Thus, long-period waves with high horizontal velocities are able
propagate farthest in the thermosphere before being dissipated; (2) Viscosity and heat conduction
are usually more important than Joule dissipation in attenuating GWs.
11
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THE DYNASONDE
Although modem techniques have provided a varietyof means, such as satellitesand rockets,
incoherent scatterradars,and coherent radars,to study the atmosphere and the ionosphere,
ionosondes stillplay an important roleinexploringthe physicalcharacteristicsof the ionosphere.
Rapid progress in the integrated circuit market has led to new techniques for ground-based
ionospheric sounding in the measurement of all the observables: amplitude, phase, doppler,
incidence angle, and polarization. The USU Dynasonde located near Garden city, Utah (41.9N
111.4W, L=2.5) is a state-of-the-art fully computer controlled digital radar system, with broad
frequency span, and high transmitter power (see Fig. 3.1 ). This system permits full digital
processing of echoes and uses two quadrature receivers for rapid measurement of echo phase. The
use of two receivers fed from four antennas allows determination of the echo angle of arrival.
In addition, the system can make vernier group-path measurements by transmitting two closely
spaced frequenciesand measuring the phase differencebetween the returned echoes.This method
increasesthe radar'sheightresolution,allowing much more detailedmeasurement of ionospheric
changes than obtainableby time-of-flightmethods. The dynasonde consistsof fivemain sections:
the RF transmitter, receivers, the data acquisition section, the signal processing section, and the
system timer and controller.
ff
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3.1 THE TRANSMrVI'ER
The transmitter subsystem consists of the fi'equcncy synthesizer, the TX mixer, a low
power amplifier, and antennas. To create the source pulses, two oscillators work in a symmetric
up and down conversion scheme. The f'mst oscillator generates a frequency between 40.1 and 70
MHz for up-conversion of the receiver band (0.1 to 30 MHz) into an IF frequency of 40 MHz.
The second oscillator at 40 MHz is down converted by the synthesizer to generate the output
RF pulse with a frequency between 0.1 and 30 MHz. This oscillator also provides the reference
signal for coherent quadrature detection of the received signal. A wide band solid-state driver
amplifies the synthesizer's low-level output for input into thc high-power amplifier, which
generates a 10 kW peak pulse output to the transmit anmnna with push-pull amplifier
configuration.
t,
3.2 RECEIVERS
This subsystem consists of two r_ceivers, each of which can be multiplexed to one of
four antennas. Four dipole antennas a__ configu_d in an L-shaped array, with the south-north
pair and the east-west pair intersecting at the south-west comer [see Fig. 3.2]. In order to
maintain accurate processing of the signals after digitization, the receiver system is linear. To
obtain the necessary dynamic range, the system uses a wide band linear amplifier with a dynamic
range greater than 140 dB, while a computer-controlled attenuator expands the range. The IF
module is a linear amplifier with a bandwidth of 30 kHz. The quadrature outputs of the receivers
are in the range of +_SV, which is compatible with the A/D input requirement.
14
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Fig. 3.2 L-Werpol receiving antenna array
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Transmitted
Pulse
number
Table 3.I The pulse Configuration
Receiver Receiver
Time Freq. antenna Phase antenna phase
P 1 0 f W 4>1 S (_2
P2 t f +df W 4>3 S 4>4
P3 2t f W (_5 E _>6
P4 3t f N 4>7 S _>8
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3.3 DATA ACQUISITION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
The A/D board is comprised of four Analog Devices Model 1204 conv_'mrs, the input
m each being the X or Y values from the two receivers. The converter chips digidzc the :t:5 volts
input into 12-bit samples providing approximately 72-dB range between quandzation noise and
saturation. The maximum sample rate is 500KHz, which is much higher than the signal
bandwidth. A 100 kHz (or I0 _s sampling interval) sampling rate is typically used in the system,
so that the corresponding echo range resolution is 1.Skm. Digital signal processing is carried out
using two commercial TMS320 DSP boards (SKY 320). These boards use the TMS32010 chip,
which features I6-bit f'LXed pOint arithmetic, a 32-bit accumulator and single-instruction I6xl6
multiply. They also incorporate 64K words of dual-port memory, thus enabling both the PC and
DSP boards to operate on data simultaneously.
Data from the A/D board goes to the DSP boards in DMA mode and main task of the
DSP boards is to perform the data-reduction. For every single pulse transmission, the DSP boards
receive four inputs, corresponding to the two receivers with two X-Y channels each. Data arrives
from the A/D board at an aggregate rate of 4*100k samples/sec, usually for an interval of 5.12
mscc corresponding to 720 km in range and yielding a raw sample size of 2k byms. The
Dynasonde uses a configuration of four pulses as a basic pulse set. For each pulse set there arc
about 8K bytes to be transferred from the DSP board to the PC. A peak-search algorithm running
in the DSP boards reduces the volume of meaningful data by more than 90%. After the data
reduction, a message passed through the communications register tells the PC to receive the dam.
f
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3.4 TIMING AND CONTROLS
The system timing breaks clown into three distinct levels, the high speed, fast, and slow
levels, depending on the sp¢_ at which operation must occur (see Fig. 3.3).
High speed system timing, such as coordinating the length and relative _ming of pulse,
su'obing the A/D converters and turning receiver armnuators on and off, is performed on a
microsecond basis and is too fast for a PC to control. Instead, the system uses a control RAM
board (CRAM) which sends control vectors to the high speed hardware subsystems. The CRAM
runs at a high speed after its control vectors arc loaded by the PC through the I/O bus. The 10
synthesizer signal is divided into 1 MHz and 100 Hz clock signals. The 100 Hz clock
gates all pulse functions and keeps the pulses synchronous in time. The CRAM is armed under
program control and is initiated on the next 100 Hz transiticn; it then clocks out control vectors
with the 1 MHz clock. During the 5.12 msec that the CRAM is controlling data acquisition, the
host can perform nonsynchronous tasks, such as plotting data or getting ready for the next pulse.
The host PC frequently checks the status of the CRAM in order to rearm it after its completion.
Fast level actions, such as setting frequencies and attenuation, arming the CRAM, and
moving data into extended memory after each pulse set, occur at the millisecond level. Tl_e fast
dining uses the 100 Hz clock. This fast timing interface, known as the Data Input/Output Bus
(DIO), is an 8-bit unidirectional data path, comprised of 6 address lines and two control lines.
Operating in the slow domain is the radar's supervisory program that monitors the
keyboard and the clock. This program runs on the PC under DOS. It first loads the CRAM and
DSP boards with the appropriate configuration information and then starts sounding. At the end
the supervisor program closes the DIO ports and stores data to the hard or optical drive. Fig. 3.4
F
t
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LEVEL 1: Slow (0.1 to I sec)
PC Radar supervisory program under DOS
Realtime clock
Start sounding
Check keyboard
Copy sounding to disk
LEVEL 2" Fast (milliseconds)
Sounding program spawned from Level 1
Pulse-to-pulse configuration
Set frequency, attenuation, antenna
Store PCTs
f
f
LEVEL 3: High speed (microseconds)
Uses CRAM and DSP boards
Start pulse
Control digitizing
Peak detection
Coincidence detection
Figure 3.3 Three levels of the system timing for the Dynasonde
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Screen
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Frequency loop-sweep or K-mode opera!ion
Calculate frequency
Set aZlenuation
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Start DSP boards Coing-ponged)
Pulseset loop (usually 4 pulses)
Get delta_f (0 or _J)
Set synthesizer to frequency
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shows schematicatly how the sounding program functions.
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3.5 PARAMETEP_ OF MEASUREMENTS
Paramemrs obtained directlyfrom the radar system arc
(i) The universaltime, obtained from the u'ansladonof the computer localtime.
(2)The A/D sampling rate,i_= I00 kHz, or T, = 10ps.The range resolutionisdetermined by rids
parameter.
(3) The time of flight_;thisparameter measm'cs the Rmc inmrval from the transmission of a
pulse to the time of reception.Itisusuallyexpressed by l--nT,,where n isthe clock counter and
T, isthe sample interval.The range r isobtained from thisparameter, expressed by
r = Itc2= _nKc <3.1)
where c is the speed of lighL
(4) Amplitude of the X-Y quadrature output of each r_ceivcr.The echo amplitude A isderived
from
and the echo phase is derived from
,4= x_-z_-z _3.2)
= arctanY (3.3)
X
(5) The sounding frequency f;usually itvariesfrom 1.6 MHz to 15 MHz with an increment of
f
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approximately 20 KHz.
(6) The pulse frequency differencez_fin a pulse set.A pulse set is a sequence of four pulses
separatedby equal time intervals.Within thepulse setsome pulseshave a slightlyhigh frequency
(f+_) than the others(f).,_fis a constantduring a pulse set.The selectionof ,sfwillinfluence
the group range resolution.
In addition to the direct parameters, there are some important parameters derived mainly
from the echo phase. The USU Dynasonde uses an L-shaped antenna array of four elements with
the South and West antennas forming a crossed dipole pair (Fig. 3.2). The pulse configuration
is shown in Table 3.1.
The measured phase O(x,y,z,t,f) is a function of location, time, and frequency. The
variation of the echo phase with the time and frequency can be obtained from a set of equations
which result from the pulse configuration (Table 3.1):
@.-¢2) - (*:4'i)= 2a04' (3.4)
f
f
(3.5)
In practice,a mean value isderived inorder toreduce the background noise and the measurement
error.By definitionwe can derive the following parameters:
(I) The doppler frequency fd,
1 (3.6)
2_ at
2I
(2) The group range r,,
la (3.7)
f
f
where c is the speed of light. Comparing equations (3.1) and (3.7) we have ranges derived from
different equations. Note that the maximum range resolution from equation (3.1) is 1.Skin, but
the group range resolution from equation (3.7) is 50m if the phase change over the interval Af
(=8kHz) can be measured with an accuracy of 1 degree. For a smaller Af and the same echo
! phase, the accuracy of the range will decrease. On the other hand, for a large Af and the same
i
phase resolution the range ambiguity will increase due to the increased number of 27r phase
rotations of A In addition, a large Af will cause inaccuracy in the linear approximation of the
phase variation. 8 KHz is chosen for the Af in the USU Dynasonde. For vertical transmission
reflection the range is identical to the height.
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CHAPTER IV
SOUNDING DATA AND IONOGRAMS
J
I
l
I
I
]
An obvious differencebctw_n the ionosphere (from 70 km to 800 kin) and the other
layersof the atmosphere isthatthe ionosphere consistsof ions and reflectsradio waves over a
wide range of.frequencies. This provides an opportunityto probe the ionosphm'c and to study
geophysicalevents by using radar waves in the HF range.The ionogram stillplays an important
rolein studying and visualizingthe ionosphere,although a varietyof new graphicalpresentation
methods have been used in recent years.
A typical quiet daytime ionogram (called I-mode plot) is shown in Fig. 4.1 The vertical
axis represents the virtual height (h') and the horizontal axis represents the transmitting
frequencies.The E and F layer echoes, ordinary and extraordinarywaves, and the second hop
reflectionsarc seen clearly.The shape of thesecurveson the ionogram vary with the geographic
location,the season of the year,the time of day, and the solaractivity.
Fig.4.2 shows another form of dam presentationwhich displaysdata similarlyto the K-
mode sounding. The horizontal and verticalaxes represent the lime and the echo range,
respectively.In K-mode, the radar sends a pulse sequence at a fLxedfrequency and the received
echoes form a time-seriesof data,representativeof ionosphericvariationsas a function of time.
The K-mode plot isparticularlyusefulfor the _tcction of GWs. Apart from the virtualheight,
therearc other usefulparameters directlyor indirectlyderivablefrom the radar echoes. They arc
f
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amplitude, echo phase, angle-of-arrival, and the doppler velocity. These parameters, together with
the virtual height, are the basic source of information for investigating GWs. In addition to the
O-mode and X-mode echo traces, there can be in_'ferenoe, second hop reflections, and noise
present in the ionogram. There are also some discontinuities in the frequency distribution of
echoes, which result from missing data. It is desirable to extract as much information as possible
from the noisy ionogram data before examining the behavior of the ionosphere.
4.1 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N) is usually large in the low frequency regime of the
ionogram if the transmitter power is large. This results from the low altitude of the E and F
layers. The S/N decreases as the sounding frequency increases and approaches the critical
frequency. Frequently the S/N is less than 0 dB and echoes are not visible on the oscilloscope
of the Dynasonde. In this circumstance, data loss occurs when the sampled data is processed by
the peak search program in the SKY board. Because of the hardware configuration, it is not
possible to increase the system bandwidth, however a feasible solution to the problem of low S/N
is to use pulse coding and correlation detection techniques.
4.2 SECOND ORDER REFLECTIONS
The U.R.S.I. commission [1978] suggests that multiple echoes should always be
examined and scaled when it is necessary to confirm or aid in the interpretation of the first order
trace, but these values are not included in the basic U.R.S.I. summary tables or graphs. They are
particularly valuable for showing whether the ionosphere is horizontally stratified, the assumption
f
f
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implicitly made in most analyses of ionograms. In the detection of GWs we are primarily
interested in the first order reflection. Because of the large height difference between the first and
second order ref/ections one can easily separate them by using an appropriate range window.
Since the range is a function of time, the window should be moved according to the variation of
the range in time for an autoscaling system. At night the range of the first order reflection can
be as large as the range of the second reflection during the day (Fig. 4.3). For a long duration
K-mode analysis, the window position estimation is a dit_cult and time-consuming process. This
problem can easily be solved by using the adaptive trace tracking algorithm which will be
discussed in Chapter V.
f
f
4.3 INTERFERENCE
Careful study of the radar data coIIected using the USU Dynasonde shows that
interference occurs mainly at night and most interference is due to strong transmissions by distant
radio stations or by sferics associated with thunderstorms. Such interference appears in the
ionogram as a line of 'echoes' randomly distributed over the whole 70-700 km range at
particular frequencies. It has also been found that if both real echoes and interference exist in the
data, the ratio of the maximum to minimum signal amplitude is greater than four. These two
signatures of interference help to discriminate the echoes from interference. Further more, the
discrete frequency of the interference shows an uncorrelated nautre. Examining the data from the
beginning frequency (I-mode) or from the first echo in the time series (K-mode) on the ionogram,
we see that echoes are highly correlated and generally appear as continuous traces, whereas
interference is uncorrelated and discontinuous. These features provide a possibility of using a
statistical method to remove interference.
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4.4 O-MODE AND X-MODE DISCRIMINATION
Ifthe ordinary and extraordinaryechoes ata given frequency am well separamd in virtual
height,thereshould be a +900 or -900phase differencebetween theNorth-South antenna pairand
the East-West antenna pair,depending on the sense of rotation.One can easily separate the
ordinary and extraonlinarywave by comparing the echo phase attwo orthogonal antennas.Then
one can selectone or the other component, depending on whether the phase differenceisclose
to +900 or close to -90 °.
f
0
4.5 THE RELATION BETWEEN GWs AND VIRTUAL HEIGHT
The measured virtual height h' can be expressed by
h' = let (4.1)
2 a
where c isthe speed of lightin a vacuum and t_isthe time delay defined by
h k
= 2efl = 2f-- 
0 Cn
(4.2)
where h, the upper limit of the integration, represents the true height. U is the group velocity of
the radio wave and n is the refractive index.
Substituting equation (4.2) into (4.1) the virtual height can be expressed as
27
Equation (4.3)shows thatvirtualheightistheintegrationof thereciprocalof the rcfi'activ¢index
over the range from the ground to the trucheight.
The refractiveindex isa function of the electronconcentration,radiofrequency, electron
collisionfi'equcncy,geomagnetic field,and time.This relationshipcan be dexivedfrom MaxweIl's
equations and the equations of motion for charged particles[Liu, 1990]. For simplicity,the
ionosphere isassumed to be homogeneous and isou'opic.The refractiveindex can be expressed
f
f
aS
(4.4)
where fRisthe transmittedradiof:mquency and fNisthe plasma frequency.The plasma frequency
isa function of the clecu'on concentrationand can be expressed by
fN = Ne2 (4.5)
4_2zom
where N iselectronconcentration,c is the electroncharge,_ is the pcrmittivityof frccspace,
and rn isthe electronmass.
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The contribution of the Lorentz force and Joule heating of a GW source to the electron
concentration N will consequently influence the variation of the plasma frequency fN, the
refractive index n and virtual height h' at the dine and location that the GW propagates over the
observing site. Thus a measurement of the virtual height is relxcsentafive of the movement of
the GW disun'bance.
By the same method, we are able to deduce the relationship between the GW and other
radar parameters such as the echo phase, the amplitude, and the doppler frequency. In this report,
we are restricting our study to the de0ccdon of GWs from measurements of the virtual height. f f
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CHAFrER V
ADAFrIVE IONOGRAM SCALING
Accurately scaling and evaluating conventional ionograms is a tedious task which must
be carried out in order to derive the electron density profile hi'N). Because of the complexity of
the ionosphere, especially the large variation in height and shape of the F layer, the search for
an automatic scaling method is still incomplete. Reinisch and Huang [1983] proposed an
Automatic Scaling algorithm using a simplified analytic function to approximate the E layer and
an amplitude comparison to fit the F layer. Wright, eLal. [1972] proposed an autoscaling method
by smoothing previously recorded ionograrns and then using them to predict the next ionogram.
But this method can neither eliminate the interference nor interpolate for missing data. Fox
[1988] reported an automatic ionogram scaling software package in which a pseudo-trace is first
formed by using all the expected echoes. Next, the program identifies the desired pixels as real
echoes according to certain theoretical and practical criteria. The program also uses the amplitude
information to distinguish between echoes and noise.
In this report, an alternate automatic ionogram scaling method is investigated using an
adaptive filter. In the adaptive scaling process, signals (real echoes) and noise are input into a
transversal f'dter consisting of a linear combiner. The coefficients of the linear combiner are
adjustable and the output of the linear combiner forms an optimal estimate. An error signal,
generated by subtracting the optimal estimate of the input signal from the input is fed back to
adjust the linear combiner coefficients according to a specified optimal algorithm. The well
f
f
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known LMS algorithm is used for the adaptive coefficient calculation in each step of the echo
prediction. It can be shown that the LMS algorithm adaptive filtering technique yields a
substantial reduction of noise and interference in both statistically stationary and nonstationary
environments.
5.1 THE LINEAR COMBINER
An adaptive transversal filter consists of a tapped delay line connected to an adaptive
linear combiner (Fig. 5.1). The input signal vector Xj of the adaptive linear combiner is def'med
by
xlffiExl- (5.z)
The subscript j is used as a time index. X_ is a column vector, and its elements axe sequential
samples taken at points j, j-1 ..... going back in time through the sequence of data samples. The
weighting coefficients Wj, or the weights, axe adjustable and the output of the linear combiner
yj is equal to the inner product of Xl and Wjo
--
(5.2)
?
t
The output of the linear combiner is an estimate of a "desired response" ¢_. In the adaptation
process using performance feedback, the weight vector of the linear combiner is adjusted to cause
31
Fig. 5.1 Adaptive transversal filter
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the output, y;, to agree as closely as possible with the desired response signal. This is
accomplished by comparing the output (yj) with thc desired response (c_) to obtain an "error"
signal (_) and then adjusting or op_mi_ng the weight vector to m,_,imi:,c this signal. The source
of the desired response signal, _, depends on the utilization of the adaptive linear combiner.
From Fig. 5.1 the error signal with the time index can be expressed by
Substituting equation (5.2) into equation (5.3) yields
f
f
_- --e,_w/x, (5.4)
In most practical instances, the adaptive process is oriented toward minimizing the mean square
error. We now square equation (5.4) to obtain the instantaneous squared error,
(5.5)
Assuming that _, c_, and Xj are statistically stationary, we take the expectation of equation (5.5)
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(s.6)
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Let R be defined as the input correlation mau_.x
(S.7)
whore R is a symmetric square matrix.
Let P be similarlydefined as the column vector
(S.8)
This vector is the cross correlation vector between the desired
components.
Let _ be the mean-square error,rewritingcquadon (5.6)
response and the input
(S.9)
This equadon shows thatthe mean-square error _ is a quadraticfunction of the components of
the weighting vector Wj when the input components and the desired response signal arc
stadonarystochasticvariables.A typicaltwo-dimensional mean-square-errorfuncdon isillustrated
in Fig.5.2.The bowl-shaped quadraticerrorfunction,usuallycalled the performance surface,is
f
f
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a paraboloid. The value of _ at the point of the "bottom of the bowl" represents the minimum
mean-square error. The projection of this point on the weight-vector plane represents the optimal
weight vector W'.
To find the minimum mean-square error _ and the optimal weighting vector W', we
can use the gradient method. The gradient of the mean-square error is obtained by differentiating
equation (5.9)
(5.10)
f
p
J where R and P are given by equations (5.7) and (5.8), respectively. The optimal point on the
performance surface should be the point where the gradient equals zero
1
V = 0 = 2RW" -2P (5.11)
It can be shown that R is nonsingular. Finally, we can find the optimal weight vector W"
W" = R'IP (5.12)
Equation (5.12) is the well known Wiener-Hopf equation [Widrow, 1985] in matrix form.
iJ
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The minimum mean-squa_ error is obtained by substituting W" for Wj in equation (5.9) and
noting that R is a symmetric matrix:
(5.13)
The Wiener filter theory has an important result: the error signal and the input signal are
orthogonal, which also applies to the adapl_ve linear combiner. It can be shown by multiplying
both sides of equation (5.4) by X_ that we have
f
P
_A _aA - xA_ (5.14)
Taking the expected value of (5.14) we obtain
et,jx_-e-R_ (5.15)
Letting W 1 take its optimum value W', we finally obtain
_e,x,.1,,,.,,,.- e-Rw" -- 0 (5.16)
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5.2 THE METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT AND THE LMS ALGORITHM
In most practical cases, parameters of the pea'refinance surface arc unknown, and an
analytical description of it is not available. The solution to this problem is to develop proper
algorithms, capable of searching the performance surface and finding the optimal weight vector
by using the measured or estimated data. The steepest descent method has been shown to be the
most widely applicable among the various gradient search methods. By definition, the steepest
descent algorithm can be expresseA
(5.17)
f
f
l
l
where I.t is a constant which regulates the step size and -Vj is the negative gradient at jth step.
Substituting equations (5.10) and (5.12) into equation (5.17) yields
wj., - (5A8)
By making (I-2gR) orthogonal, we have
(I-2.R) -- Q(I-21_A)Q r (5.19)
where Q is a unit roan'ix and A is the eigenvalue matrix of R.
It can be shown [Widrow, 1985] that the steepest descent algorithm is stable and convergent if,
and only if.
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UmCZ-2tu_y-- o
j--
(5.20)
Equation (5.20) may also be expressed
I
F
Um(Z-2_;.,y- o /=0,1 .... L (5.21)
From equation (5.21) we can show that the convergence condition is satisfied by choosing I.t so
that
0 < p < ---L-1 (5.22)
2_.,,_
where _,_ is the largesteigenvalue of R.
Equations (5.17) or (5.18) are not useful in practical applications, because it is difficult to
calculate the gradient for each search step. The LMS algorithm uses a special estimate of the
gradient that is valid for the linear combiner. Recalling equation (5.9)
(5.23)
let 4 2 itself be the estimation of mean-square error _, then at each iteration in the adaptive
process, we have a gradient estimate of the form
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J_W_
(5.24)
The derivatives of_ with respect to the weights follow directly from equation (5.4). Substituting
equation (5.24) into equation (5.17) we have
(5.25)
This is the LMS algorithm. From its form in equation (5.25), we see that the LMS algorithm can
be implemented in a practical system without averaging, squaring, or differentiation and is
elegant in its simplicity and efficiency.
It can be easily proved that Vj is an unbiased estimate of Vj by taking the expected value
of equation (5.24) and noting equation (5.10),
o_
: 2cR_-_ -+w++- v,
(526)
where we assume that the weight vector Wj is independent of the input Xj. Since the expected
F
F
Ii
I
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value of the estimated gradient is the true gradient, the estimam of the gradient is unbiaseA.
For stationary input processes, the expected value of the weight vector E[W)] of the LMS
algorithm converges to the Wiener optimal solution, that is W'ffiR"P. Taking the expected value
of both sides of equation (5.25) we have
mwJ+2.m+AJ
-- gw+,l+2.(md+;cgu x;c/. 9)
= E[W,] +2 p(P-RE[W_)
(5.27)
f
F
After a sufficient number of itc_rations, we have Wp,,=Wj ==) W" and then equation (5.27)
becomes W'=R"P.
Two important parameters for an iterative algorithm arc the condition of convergence and
the speed of convergence or the time constant. It has been shown that the LMS algorithm has the
same convergence r_striction as the steepest descent algorithm [Widrow,1985]
0 < p < 1 (5.28)
2;.,...
wbem _= is the largest cigcnvaluc of R. Note that
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Equation (5.29) can be written as
tr[A]= _R]
= (L+l)EIX12]
=(L+D(s_g_ lower)
(S.29)
J
]
J
f
]
0
2(L+ 1)(s/gna/power)
(S.30)
where L is the dimension of R.
This is a more restrictive bound on _t than equation (5.22), but it is much easier to apply
because the elements of R and the signal power can generally be estimated more easily than the
eigenvalue of R.
The time constant, in terms of iterations for the LMS algorithm, is given by
1
x t - 1=0, 1, 2, ..., L (5.31)
2[_}.:
Equation (5.3 I) shows that each weight element converges to its optimal value at a different rate
and finally, that the system convergence rate depends on the smallest eigenvalue of R.
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5.3 CONSIDERATION OF THE IONOSPHERE AS A DYNAMIC SYSTEM
Scientists are constantly seeking a precise analytic form in which to describe the dynamics
of the ionosphere. However, because of its complexity it is impossible to use a single closed
form to represent dynamics that are strongly influenced by their surrounding environment.
Scientists have to make a series of assumptions and simplifications before reaching a reasonable
conclusion. From the point of view of system theory, we may look at the ionosphere as a
physical dynamic system or an unknown "black box" and the received radio echo trace a random
signal. Then we can apply system modeling and identification theory to investigate the behavior
of the ionosphere in a particular time period or dimension. We also can apply random signal
processing theory to examine the radar echo. A fundamental method of modeling and
identificationisto adjusta modeling system to simulate the unknown system by minimizing the
output of the error of the two systems. Next, the modeling system is used to represent the
unknown system to be analyzed.
An adaptive system identification scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5.3a. A signal is input into
the unknown system and the adaptive filtersimultaneously.Then theoutput of the adaptive filter
and the noisy output of the unknown system are compared and an errorsignalisgenerated.This
errorsignalisused to adjustthe weights of the adaptive filter,so thatthe outputsof the adaptive
filterand the unknown system have a best match in the sense of a leastmean square error.
An altea'nateadaptive modeling configurationis illustratedin Fig. 5.3b. The unknown
system and the modeling system are linkedin a cascade form and the finaltransferfunction of
the modeling system is the inverse of the unknown system. This kind of structurehas found
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application to communication channel equalization [Cowan, 1987]. Considering the present
problem, the ionosphere is the "black box"; the input to the system is the radar signal; and the
noisy output of the "black box" is the received signal. By choosing proper input signals and
slightly modifying the system, we are able to obtain the unknown system parameters and more
importantly, the dynamic behavior of the system. Fig. 5.3c is a linear prediction structure, where
the input to the adaptive filter is a delayed version of the desired output from the filter itself.
Thus, thefllter output forms the prediction of its futttm inputs. If the input of the system is the
radar echo sequence, then the output of the adaptive filter is an optimal prediction of the echo
trace itself.
5.4 ADAPTIVE IONOGRAM SCALING
In order to detect ionospheric gravity waves we need to extract the real echo trace from
the Dynasonde data and to obtain a reliable profile in the h-N or h'-f planes. As described in
Chapter IV, obtaining real echo traces from noisy radar data is a tedious and difficult task. In this
Chapter, we investigate an adaptive autoscaling method to obtain the echo trace using the method
described in section 5.3. To apply the adaptive ionogram autoscaling method, we make the
following assumptions:
(1) The ionosphere is stable over a time period comparable to the frequency sweep. This ensures
that the received signal or the echo sequence are highly correlated. In practical situations, this
is generally true. Here "stable" means no fast random variations that cause decorrelation of the
received signal. The TID, irregularity, drift motion, and GWs ate correlated disturbances.
(2) The echo sequence forms a continuous trace as a function of sounding frequency. In other
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words,' there should be no large gaps along the echo trace. Usually, however there arc some
discontinuities because of interference, protected frequencies, and irregularities. This problem can
be solved by using a range window, if the gap widths arc tolerable (we will see that the E and
F layer gap can be easily detected by the adaptive system).
With the above assumptions we build our adaptive scaling system as illustrated in Fig.
5.4. A set of radar "echoes" received at time j pass through a moving range window whose
position is conmalled by the output of an adaptive predictor. After windowing, there arc one or
more echoes left, which arc regarded to bc the real echoes. They can bc expressed as
xj(n) n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N (5.32)
where j denotes time and n the echo number. These echoes arc averaged and the average value
is represented by
1 N
_,=_E_/n) (5.33)
In this case, the input vector of the transversal filter has the following form
m _ _ m T
xj = [_j:j., xl_:.- x__L] (5.34)
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Bef01"c the linear combiner, a one-step delay operation is carried out so that the output of the
linearcombincr(yj)forms an optimal estimationof the average value of the next windowed data
set x_. t.
The system now becomes an adaptivepredictor.In thiscase,the desiredresponse c_isthe signal
itselfwith a one step delay
d# = _.x (5.35)
and we then have
(S.36)
R = Lc[X/Xjr] (5.37)
W" = R-'P (5.38)
In practical situations, the input value xi is a sum of the echo range and the noise. We have
shown in Chapter IV that the noise and interferenceam uncorrclatcd and they am also
uncorrclatcd with the echo range. Thus, the correlationvector P and matrix R consist of a
contributiondue only to the echo range.The weighting vectorwillconverge to itsoptimal value
so as to form an optimal estimate of the echo range.
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- The use of a moving window will not only remove the second order reflection but also
the noise and interference outside the window. Under control of the optimal range estimate yj. the
moving window has the ability to track the echo trace at any time during the day or night.
Often, due to the presence of oblique or spread echoes there can be more than one echo
received for each individual pulse transmission. Reflection from oblique directions and
perturbations due to tilts or traveRing disturbances can cause multiple traces on the ionogram.
Since echoes and traces are likely to appear more close together, the average range is chosen as
the adaptive predictor input and all traces and echoes within the windows will be accepted as
signals to be displayed on the ionogram.
Some simulation and experimental results of the adaptive ionogram scaling are presented
by using analytic input signals and ionospheric sounding data. Figure 5.5 illustrates a simulation
using the adaptive scaling method with a sine wave input (x, the blue curve). The red curve is
an estimate of the sine wave (y), while the green curve represents the error signal e. It takes
about 20 steps to converge when the parameter L equals 8 and _ equals 0.5E-6.
Figure 5.6 shows another simulation using the adaptive scaling method with an
exponential wave input (x, the blue curve). The estimated value (y, the red curve) is nearly
coincident with the input (x) for this ideal noiseless and no-data-loss situation. The system
converges after 16 points when the parameters L is 8 and _ is 0.1E-6.
Figure 5.7 shows an Lmode ionogram processed by the adaptive scaling system. The red
and yellow waves are the O-mode and X-mode traces respectively. The O-mode and X-mode
traces are completely separated from the second hop and noise by the adaptive scaling system.
Figure 5.8 shows the same ionogram as in Figure 5.7 except for an additional curve
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shown in blue, which is the estimate of the average range of the O-mode and X-mode traces.
Steps of the adapdve tracking process arc clearly seen. The parameters used adapdve scaling
system are listed in the Figures.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show another example of an I-mode plot processed by the adaptive
scaling system. Although there are several frequencies at which interference occurs and large
amount of missing data at frequencies between 10 MHz and 12 MHz, the adaptive scaling system
still works very well.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 illustrates the application of the adaptive scaling method to single
frequency plot derived from 600 ionograms. These data were obtained between November 10
0001:00 UT, 1990 and November 11 0619:00 UT, 1990. Curves with red, yellow and blue colors
are the O-mode trace, X-mode trace and the estimate (y) of the average echo traces respectively.
The chosen frequency is 4 MHz and the other parameters are shown on the figures. There is
strong interference and discontinuarities in the O-mode and X-mode traces during the night but
the adaptive scaling system readily follows the real echo trace.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show another example of a single frequency plot processed by the
adaptive scaling system. The data is chosen from a different time interval and the K-mode
frequency is lower than it is in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 so that less noise is seen on the plot.
5.5 PARAMETER SELECTION
Three parameters in the adaptive scaling system need to be carefully selected. These are
the convergence constant It, the weight vector length L, and the size of the moving window.
Recalling equations (5.28), (5.29) and (5.31),
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1
0 < tt < (5.39)
2Xmx
k (5.40)
1
xt = _ l=0, 1,2,...,L (5.41)
2_ t
¢
F
we see thatg, z,and L are relatedto each other.Large values of L willcause slow convergence
i and a large g increases the convergence speed, but could cause violationof the convergence
I condition.In realapplicationsg and L arc selectedexperimentally,where g from 0.00001ranges
to 0.000001, and L lies between 8 and 20.
l
l The selectionof the sizeof the moving window isflexiblebecause of the adaptive trace
trackingability, too (less 20kin) could cause lossof trackingof an I-modeA window small than
trace when the radio frequency is close to the criticalfrequency and the slopes of the O-modeJ
- and X-mode traces are large. On the other hand, a window too large (greater than 150 kin) will
include more noise and interferenceinsidethe window, and in the worst situation,could lead to
] an incorrect tracking of the second order reflection. In practice, the window size is chosen within
I
- the range from 20kin to lOOkm.
5.6 THE MODIFIED LMS ALGORITHM
56
In the I-mode plot,the slope of the echo tracecurve becomes largea"and largeras the
sounding frequency apl:a'oachcs the critical frequency of the F-region. This kind of fast variation
in range at frequencies near the critical frequency affects the tracking ability of the adaptive
predictor. A modified LMS algorithm is used in the I-tootle plot to improve the adaptive system
performance. The modified LMS algorithm has the following form
wj.1= w:2 ,s e A (5.42)
f
!
!
I
wher_ g(0 is a positive function of the sounding frequency. Together with g, it acts as a variable
convergence factor which increases its value as the sounding frequency increases. A simplified
mode of the modified LMS algorithm is the use of g(0 as a linear function of the sounding
frequency f:
gf_ = _- (5.43)
!
where k is a constant used to adjustthe slope of the linearfunction.Thus, the modified LMS
algorithm is given by
wj., = A (5.44)
Itisobvious thatthe modified LMS algorithm has the same convergence constraintas the LMS
ifg is replaced by _ in equations (5.30)and (5.31).However, the modified LMS algorithm
11
J
1
1
I
1
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greatly improved the tracking ability of the adaptive scaling system. A comparison of the LMS
algorithm and the modified LMS algorithm is given in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. Figure 5.15 gives
the adaptive sealed ionogram using the LMS algorithm. When the sweeping frequency increases
up to 11 MI-Iz the adaptive system output (y) no longer follows the average value of the echo
traces. It follows only the X-mode trace which is varying slowly. There is one echo undetected
at the far top of the O-mode trace (a point with black color). Figure 5.16 shows the advanced
tracking performance of the modified LMS algorithm as a comparison with the LMS algorithm.
Although there is data missing and the slope of the echo trace is large, the adaptive scaling
output (y) still follows the average value of the echo traces. The echo undetected in Figure 5.15
is extracted and assigned a red color in Figure 5.16.
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CHAPTER VI
THE MEASUREMENT OF IONOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES
6.1 A METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF IONOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES
I
In this chapter a method for extracting information about GWs from data acquired using
1
l the USU Dynasonde is discussed. This method can be subdivided into several procedures and a
flow chart illustrating this method is shown in Fig. 6.1. This method is designed to be applicable
for all parameters which can be measured by the Dynasonde. In the following discussion, the
- range parameter is used as an example. The Dynasonde transmits radio waves into the ionosphere
!
] where they are reflected and the reflected signal is termed an echo. The received echoes are
stored by the computer as I-mode or K-mode data f'des depending on which sounding program
- has been executed.
We can consider the ionosphere as an unknown system, or a "black box" and the
information relating to disturbances or geophysical events occurring in the ionosphere is "hidden"
in the noisy data. In this method, the data is fwst input into an adaptive sealing system, which
_ has been discussed in Chapter V. The adaptive scaling system uses a moving window which
automatically tracks the echo trace and eliminates the second order reflection and interference.
The selected echoes within the window consist of an O-mode and a X-mode trace. The O-mode
_ and X-mode traces are readily separated because of the intrinsic 90 o phase difference. Frequently,
v
because of missing data, the recorded O-mode and X-mode traces arc not continuous curves.
, Therefore, an interpolation and extrapolation procedure is applied after the O-mode and X-mode
separation. As discussed in Chapter III, since it is impossible to use a single function to describe
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an ,entire O-mode or X-mode trace, we divide the echo traces into several segments. For the I-
mode plot these segments can represent the E, F1, and F2 layers and for the K-mode plot they
arc time segments. For any individual segment of the echo trace, a first order or second order
polynomial formula can be used to approximate the missing points. Higher order interpolation
does not necessarily increase the accuracy. In practice, if the signal is weak there will be
soundings that have long segments of missing data, in which case the data are ignored. U.R.S.I
[1978] suggests that traces, due to very weak reflections should be ignored, since these traces
seldom represent phenomena which can be studied effectively. In addition to the O-mode and X-
mode traces, the estimated range value y and the error signal e are also passed through the
subsequent subprocedures as reference signals.
During the GW analysis we arc interested only in the low frequency part of the signal
spectrum since GWs have long period which has been discussed in Chapter II. Noise due to
quantization, finite register length effects, and interpolation exist in the high frequency band. A
low pass filter is applied after the interpolation in order to smooth the echo traces. We use an
NR digital filter designed by using a bilinear transformation from a second order Butterworth
analog low pass filter. Medium scale GWs have periods of about 20-60 minutes. The filter pass
band is chosen as f_-4 cycle/(60 minutes). The digital low pass filter transfer function is given
by
H(z) = 0.206572(1+2z-1 +z-Z) (6.1)
1-0.3695273z - 1+0.1958157z -z
[
h
I
|
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This function has two polcs,7_q_= 0.1847637 + j0.4020921 lyingwithin the Z-planc unitcirclc,
hence the filter is stable. The output of the interpolation and the extrapolation subprocedure
contains a clean and smoothed O-mode and X-modo traces, which are used to gcnera_ thc h(N)
and h'(f) prof'des treated in the next subprocedure.
The detection and parameter estimation of GWs can be done in both the dine and
frequency domains, since an important characteristic of the GW is its periodicity. Power Spectral
Density (PSD)estimation is helpful to detect the period of the GW. PSD can also be used to
separate the GW from noise and interference, and to find the power in the GW. The power in
the GW is an important parameter in deriving the GW source and direction of propagation. The
PSD is obtained by computing a periodgram using an FFI" program; since the data length is
usually short (64-128 points), the PSD analysis can be implemented in real time.
Several data output and graphics programs have been developed to assist in the analysis
of GWs using this method.
6.2 REMARKS ON APPLICATIONS OF THE DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
Some fundamental Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques are introduced in the GW
measurement method. Implementations of the DSP techniques are discussed in this section.
6.2.1 THE DIGITAL FILTER
In the GW analysis, a digital filter is used to reduce the noise and interference. The
frequency components of interest in GWs range from zero to about 1 cycle per hour. Therefore,
a low pass filter is suitable for reducing the noise and interference in the data. In terms of the
63
impulse response, them am two kinds of digital filters which can be applied: the Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter and the Infinite Impulse Response ('fiR) filter. A FIR filter has an output
which is dependent on its present and past input,
1
1
1
I
]
4
1
m
I
|
N-1
= Ea X(z)z-"
n.o
(6.2)
where a,, n=0, 1, 2 .... N-1 are the filter coefficients. X(Z) and Y(Z) are the input to and output
from the filter.
The FIR filter has both advantages and disadvantages in this application. A FIR filter can
be designed with a linear phase, which is preferable for ionogram trace signal filtering. A phase
distortion can cause errors in the measurement of the speed and wavelength of the GW.
A FIR filter is inherently stable because there is no feedback in the filter structure. A
disadvantage of the FIR filter is that a high order is needed in order to achieve a specified system
amplitude response. For a two hour measurement obtained with a sampling rate of 2 minutes
(the period between soundings), there are only 60 samples. A FIR filter usually has a length of
more than several tens of coefficients. Thus, for short data lengths, the filter will cause serious
signal distortion.
An I_ filter has a feedback loop and its output depends on the present and the past inputs
as well as the past output. A general form of the I/R filter can be expressed by
I64
N-I M-I
Y(Z) -- Ea_(Z)Z-" + E b,,Y(Z')Z-" (6.3)
n=O m= l
I
_I
J
I
o
where a_ and bm am the filtercoefficients;X(Z) and Y(Z) arc the system input and output,
respectively.The advantage of the I]R filteristhatonly a few orders(firstor second order)arc
nccdcd to obtainthe same amplitude response as the FIR filter.Therefore,itissuitablefor short
data samples. However, normally an I_ filterisnot a linearphase f'fltcrand when used in the
detectionof GWs, it could effectthe measurement of velocityand frequency of the GW. In
addition,an unstable fIR filtercould introducea falseoscillationin the data.
1
6.2.2 THE TIME DOMAIN AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS
Both time and frequency domain analyses are necessary in the study of GWs. Frequency
domain analysis yields the power spectral density of the signal, which is a more precisely
quantitative measurement of the frequency than the time domain analysis. It is valuable to
interpret irregularities or to compare the theoretical analysis with the experimental measurements
in the frequency domain. There are two main approaches to estimate the frequency of the spectral _
lines in a time series: the Fourier method and the "exponential spectrum estimators" [MarBle,
1980]. The Fourier method can be easily implemented in real time by using the Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT). It provides equally spaced frequency components. However, for very short
data samples, the discrete Fourier transform can cause serious frequency leakage and poor
IJ
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frequency rcsolution. Thc "cxponcntial spectrum cstimator" fits arbitrarily-spaced frequency
components to thc data. An cxamplc of such a technique is thc Maximum Entropy Mcthod
(MEM). The MEM technique has no limit on spectrum resolution other than that imposed by
signal-to-noise constraints. It was shown by Marpl¢ [1982], for example, that above
approximately -20db S/N the MEM had better spectral resolution than the Fourier method. But
the MEM has two disadvantages: (a) MEM assumes sharp, narrow, spectral lines. For a non
signal or a single "pulse" GW, MEM can produce a false spectrum with several sharp peaks. Co)
MEM is susceptible to noise. Noise can cause splitting or shifting of the spectral lines.
Time domain analysis is more efficient in observing signals with only a few cycles of
oscillation. If there are data gaps or if the signal noise ratio is low and the data is not long
enough, the frequency is barely detectable in the frequency domain. Large uncertainties in the
frequency estimate could also occur if the continuous measurement is of the order of a few hours
and the GW period is several tens of minutes. Time domain analysis could be applied to such
data with fewer problems being encountered in the frequency domain analysis. Recent research
shows that GWs have multiple frequency components and their wave-length varies as it
propagates. Time domain analyses can not distinguish these kinds of variation.
6.2.3 THE WINDOW FUNCTION
A DC removal operation and window function is generally applied before the power
spectrum calculation. The window function is used to modify the characteristics of the DFT
frequency output response. Windows are used in conjunction with a DFT to reduce the spectral
_l
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leakage, reduce scalloping loss, and to provide variable resolution. The windowed DFT output
is the convolution of the DFT of the window function and the DFT of the input signal. It is
necessary to use a window in processing the echo trace to reduce the frequency leakage caused
by short data segments. The Harming window is used in this application; its weighting function
is defined by
a(n) = 0.511 - cos('2_)] n -- 0, 1, 2, ..., N-1 (6.4)
The frequency response for this function is shown in Fig. 6.2. Note that the highest sidelobe level
is -32db and the sidelobe fall off is approximately -18 db per octave.
6.3 ONE TRACE TRACKING
In practice, the adaptive scaling system is very sensitive to the system parameters, such
as the convergence constant Ix, the adaptive linear combiner length, and the moving range
window size. The system is also dependent on the signal itself. Large gaps in the echo traces and
low signal-to-noise ratio usually cause a loss of tracking. A modified adaptive scaling system and
a schematic of GW measurements are presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. In this case, the adaptive
linear combiner output y is used to estimate the O-mode or X-mode trace, rather than an average
67
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trace passing through the range window. The O-mode and X-mode separation sub procedure is
carded out immediately after the range windowing operation and only one trace, the O-mode or
X-mode trace, is input into the adaptive predictor. Hence, this method is called one trace
tracking. The modified adaptive scaling system improves the system performance, especially in
the high frequency segment, and at frequencies near the critical frequency where the O-mode and
X-mode have a large range difference. The modified adaptive scaling system permits use of a
small window size so that less noise and interference are allowed to pass through the range
window and to be input into the predictor. In other words, the adaptation performance is
improved due to less noise. Another advantage of the one trace tracking method is that the input
signal of the predictor is preselected by an added phase detection process, the O-mode and X-
mode separation. For the averaged input signal of the predictor, loss of tracking occurs if the
signal-to-noise ratio is low, if there are missing segments of data, or if the window size is too
small or too large. These kinds of problems are rarely occur in the modified, more robust
adaptive scaling system. Moreover, the signal y, which is the optimal estimate of the O-mode or
X-mode trace is made more useful. The y signal is a continuous signal so no interpolation is
needed. The wave form and the PSD output of the optimal estimate value y should be identical
to that of the O-mode or X-mode signal. Thus, y is an ideal signal for the GW analysis in both
the time and frequency domains.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 illustrated the one trace tracking of the O-mode and X-mode curves
respectively.
6.4 GRAVITY WAVE OBSERVATIONS
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The methods discussed in this report arc examined by using thc data coUcctcd by the USU
Dynasondc during the fourth Worldwide Atmospheric Gravity Wave Study (WAGS) campaign
November 10-24, 1990.
A landscape of the ionogram over a 30 hour interval with full frequency hand from
1.6MHz to 16MHz is shown in Figure 6.7 in order to overview the dynamic behavior of the
ionosphere. It records the variation of the virtual height (h') with the time from 0001:00 Nov.
10, 1990 UT to 0619:00 Nov. 1 l, 1990 UT. The color bar on the right hand side of the Figure
represent frequency hands and cach color corresponds to a frcqucncy hand of 1 MHz. Examining
this "map" wc found that there wcrc frequently wave motions throughout this long time period.
Most wave motions occur in the F layer within the range from 200km to 500kin. The best
frequencies for observing GWs wcrc found to bc 1 MHz-3 MHz during the night and 5 MHz-12
MHz during the day.
Figure 6.8 illustrates a multi-frequency (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 MHz) K-mode ionogram
using the same data in Figure 6.7. Very dcfinitc wavc structure on thc h' variation was observed:
(1) between 0500:00 Nov. 10, 1990 UT and 1300:00 Nov. 10, 1990; (2) bctwccn 0420:00 Nov.
l l, 1990 and 0619:00 Nov. l l, 1990 UT. Both events wcrc observed at night and the first
interval lasted for 8 hours.
Magnified plots of the cvcnt which occurred between 0500:00 Nov. 10, 1990 UT and
1300:00 Nov. 10, 1990 is shown in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b, where the separation of O-mode and
X-mode traces have bccn plotted rcspcctivcly. Thc sounding frequencies arc listcd in the legend.
Waves appear to have a single frequency sine wavc form with a period of approximately 50 min.
Waves arc sccn clearly when the sounding frequency is less than 4 MHz in Hgurc 6.9a, but only
72
few waves appearon the ionogram and only within a small frequency range near 3 MHz in
Figure 6.9b.
Figure 6.10 shows the PSD of GWs observed in Figure 6.9. The measured signal period
is approximately 50 rain. Two additional PSD are presented in this Figure, which are the PSD
of the echo trace estimate(y)and the errorsignal(e).The GW isdetectedfrom the PSD of the
y signaland the PSD of the errorsignaldepictsan uncorrclatcdwide band noise.These results
agree with the theoreticalanalysesin Chapter IV.
Figures 6.11a and 6.11b show the magnified O-mode and X-mode ionograms of Figure
6.7 over the time period from 0416:00 Nov. 11, 1990 LIT to 0916:00 Nov. 11 1990. The wave-
form appears similarto the pulse response of a dynamic system. A strong "pulse" startedat
0416:00 UT, caused a fastrange increasingwith a slopeof approximately 125kin/hour while the
"response" lasted for two hours with very littleattenuation.This event suggests a largc
instantaneous energy input to the ionosphere.The period of the oscillationof the "response"
increasesevery cycle and the firstcycle takes about 50 rain.Similarly,as illustratedin Figurc
6.9,O-mode tracesappear over a wider frequency range than do the X-mode tracesas shown
in Figures 6.11a and 6.11b.
Figure 6.12 iUustratcsthe PSD of the wave-forms shown in Figure 6.11. The detected
period of the GW is50 rain.which agreeswith the resultsmeasured in the timc domain.
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Figure 6.10 The PSD of the Gravity Wave observed
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Figurc 6.12 The PSD of d_c Gravit 7 Wave observed
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
1. A new method of automatic ionogram scaling, called the adapt/re scaling method,
is proposed in this report. Based on system theory, the adaptive scaling method uses the optimal
estimation technique to deal with the random signal in a dynamic system. The theoretical analysis
has been presented in detail and the technique of implementation of this method is discussed. The
adaptive scaling method, which can extract the echo trace from noisy radar data with few
constraints, has provided a new means of autoscaling for input to N(h) profile derivation.
Simulation results have shown good performance of this method.
2. A data processing technique designed for the measurement of ionospheric gravity
waves using the USU Dynasonde has also been presented in this report. This method includes
several sub procedures: the sounding data acquisition, adaptive scaling, O-mode and X-mode
trace separation, data interpolation and extrapolation, digital filtering, h'-f and h-N profile
generation, windowing, PSD analysis, and color graphics presentation.
3. Several applications of digital signal processing in the measurement for extracting
echo traces are implemented. Both time and frequency domain analyses for the detection of the
ionospheric gravity waves have shown to be valuable analysis tools. But it is necessary to seek
a suitable PSD estimation algorithm to increase the frequency resolution for short data samples.
f
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4. An advantage of the proposed method is that it can be easily implemented in real time.
All subsezluenco subprocedu_s arc ind(.'l_ndent function blocks and can easily be parallelized
by distributing each of them into a single processor in a pil_line configuration. The Speed Up
of execution can reach approximately up to the number of the subprocedures.
5. Data obtained by the USU Dynasonde near Garden city (41.9N, 111.4W) from
November 10, 1990 to November 24, 1990 has been analyzed for the presence of GWs. Most
waves were observed in the F layer and within the frequency range between 2 MHz and 3.5 MHz
(during the night) and between 5 MHz and 12 MHz (during the day).
6. Two interesting events were observed during the data processing. The f'rrst event
occurred from 0500:00 Nov. 10, 1990 UT to 1300:00 Nov. 10, 1990 LIT and is a long lasting
sinusoidal wave with a period of approximately 50 rain.. The second event was observed between
0420:00 Nov. 11, 1990 UT and 0619:00 Nov. 11, 1990 UT and was system-pulse-response-like
wave with a large instantaneous energy input into the ionosphere.
7. The use of other paran_ters of the Dynasonde will provide much valuable information
in the study of GWs. Particularly, the echo phase can be the first variable to be put into the
analysis because it provides high range resolution.
f
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APPENDIX A
THE DATA STRUCTURE
This appendix is a description of the data su'uctu_ used in data acquiz_ with the USU
Dynasondc.
The Dynasondc transmits a pulse set every T_ where each pulse set consists of four
pulses whose configu_tion is shown in table 3.1. T_ is a constant that is sd_ted before the
sounding program starts, which also defines the sampling ra_ of the I-mode and K-mode
soundings. Large T_ will cause short data problem as discussed in Chap_r VI. Small T_ helps
to increase the data size and to improve the frequency _solution in the PSD analysis. However,
the penalty is large storage requirements and low processing speed. The smallest T,_ is the rune
interval that a radio wave travels twice the distance of 720 kin.
A sounding data file is stored in the computer and it consists of a Sounding Configuration
Table (SCT), multiple Pulse Configuration Tables ('PCT) followed by a sequence of echoes (see
Figu_ A1). A SCT contains the system information, transmitter and receiver parameters,
sounding type, CRAM parameters, and SKY board parameters. The PCT contains parameters
such as PCT index, frequency, IF and RF attenuation, and the SKY header which records the
pulse and echo parameters in the SKY board. Following each PCT is a sequence of X, Y values
for each echo. Several parameters are stored: the echo range bin and eight quadrature amplitude
values of the X-Y echo pair. The sounding data structu_ is shown in figure A I and the data type
definitions of the PCT and echoes are listed in Figure A2.
f
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PCT ECHO I ECHO2 . . .
Fig.At (a) The time sequence of pulse sets.
(b) The sounding data structure stored in the computer.
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Figure A2 The data type definition of the PCT and e_hoes
typcdcf su'uct { /* set of XY pairs */
word RgBn;
word NmPrs;
word X0,Y0,X 1,Y 1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3,X4,Y4,X5,Y5,X6,Y6,X7,Y7;
} echo_t;
typedcf struct{
word Nine;
word NmPs;
word TOf;
word MxA;
word MnT;
word NinEs;
} sky_h;
/* sky data header *I
/* 9 ifsky done *I
/* Number of pulses */
/* T'tme Offset */
/* Max Amplitude
/* Mean Threshold
/* Number of echoes */
*/
*/
f
f
typedef struct{ /* Pulse configurationtable*I
word Lcn; /* Length of tablein bytes */
word Indx; /* Index of PCT in sounding */
freq_t Freq;
word IFAtm; /* dB */
word RFAttn;
sky_h SH;/* SKY header */
} pct_t;
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAMMING TOOLS
The Microsoft C and FORTRAN languages have been used for software development. The
C language is a middle-level language between assembly and high level languages. It is much
more flexible to use the C language to interface the system hardware and the application
software. Thus, most of the subprocedure used in this report arc C programs.
The Windowing, PSD, and FFF programs arc carded out by using the FORTRAN
language which is more suitable for scientific computation. Data transfer between C and
FORTRAN is accomplished by writing to and reading from data f'des.
The Microsoft Programmer's Work Bench (PWB) was used for program development in
this report. The PWB provides an convenient edit, compile, and link environment to deal with
largecodes.
Make filescalled BROWS1.MAK and BROWS2.MAK were cre_tcd to join the main
program BROWS1.C or BROWS2.c with the other programs (SCRADUE.C, SCRF_N.C,
PLOT.C, WINDOW.C, HARDWAP_.C, MISC.C). Programs BROWS I.C and BROWS2.C arc
used for the I-mode and K-mode n'accanalyses respectively.
The main program BROWS1.C is listedin appendix C.
f
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MAIN PROGRAM LIST
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*****************************************************************
/* This is the main program to simulate the adaptive scaling */
/* method and to creat the I-mode and K-mode ionogram. */
/* It reads data from the Optic disk (H:), parameters from */
/* browsl.dat file and output browsl.plt file for results */
/* ploting. The following programs are needed to link with this*/
/* program: SKY IO.OBJ, HARDWARE.OBJ, MISC.OBJ, WINDOW.OBJ, */
/* SCREEN. OBJ, PRINTER. OBJ; * /
/* Large memory mode for compiling and /ST:40000 switch for */
/* linking; */
/* The MS PWB is used as the program development environment. */
*****************************************************************
#include <dos.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <graph.h>
#include <gprintms.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <sys\types.h>
#include <syskstat.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "window.h"
#include "misc.h"
#include "fais.h"
#include "schedule.h"
#include "config.h"
#include "screen.h"
#define size of pct sizeof(pct_t)
#define size of echos sizeof(echo_t);
#define F1 59
#define F2 60
#define F3 61
#define DirDef "h:\\wagsl\\"
int adaps ize, o t race, x trace, multi t race, MLMS,
LMS,plot_y,printswitch;
int analyze_size,tom number=lS;
char figl[80],fig2[80],fig3[80];
int freq, whichplot=4;
double start time, sec_per_frame, end time,mid time;
int first_da_a_file=l,in_data, npulse, time_int;
struct tm *newtime;
void plot_one_set(int file_indx ,fpos_t Pos,pct_t *P,FILE *F);
void arange (echo_t E, double *Pol0,double *amp) ;
f
void pulse_window (void) ;
void screen_phase (void) ,dialog (void) ;
int tom alg(double echo amp [21] , word number of echos) ;
void screen__ipulse (void) ,screen__4pulse (void) ;
void point (int ipulse, double x, double y, int i_color, int i) ;
void print_handler (void) ;
double pmean (double (x), double (y)) ;
double prange (double p) ;
sct t *S;
struct star Dstat;
word LastPS,PulseSet = 0;
int NFMax=3000;
struct fili *file_list_addr;
int color [16]={
15, i, 8, 3, 4, 5, ii, 14,2, 9, 10, ii, 12, 13, 6, 7 } ;
int f band[16]={
0, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
doub i e mean_range=l 60., old_range=l 40., new_range, delta_range;
double mean_rangel, sum_rangel, vari_range;
double range_window=50. ;
int F2ragen=0;
double adapw[64] , adapx [64 ] , adapy, adap_
,adape, adapmu=0. 00000001;
/*0.000001"/
FILE *image, *brows;
unsigned numberbytes;
void main (void)
{
char *CFD, FBuff[MaxLen],Buff[MaxLen],*Def = DirDef;
struct WindowDef *WI,W2 = {
0,1,0,80,Magenta,White, Black," Select a data file
FILE *F;
int j,i,err, P=0;
pct_t PCT;
fpos_t Pos;
int NotDone = I;
char ch[40],cch=' ',-
int size, pct_length=0;
struct find t Finfo;
int Status;
int i_pulse=SINGLE_PULSE;
short videomode= VRESI6COLOR;
if((image = fopen("I DAT" "w"• , )) == NULL) (
wwprintf (l, "Unable to open %s","I.DAT");
exit (1 ) ;
}
if((brows = fopen("browsl.DAT","r")) == NULL) {
wwprintf (l, "Unable to open %s","browsl.DAT") ;
exit (1 ) ;
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}
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
fscanf
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &printswitch) ;
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &analyze_size) ;
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &adapsize) ;
(brows, "%s%lf", ch, &adapmu) ;
(brows, "%s%if", ch, &adap_init) ;
(brows, "%s %d",ch, &tom number) ;
(brows,"%s %d",ch,&o trace) ;
(brows,"%s %d",ch,&x trace) ;
(brows,"%s %d",ch,&multi trace);
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &plot_y) ;
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &LMS) ;
(brows, "%s %d", ch, &MLMS) ;
(brows, "%s", figl) ;
(brows, "%s", fig2) ;
fscanf (brows, "%s", fig3) ;
for (i--0; i<80; i++) {
if (figl [i] ==' ~' ) figl [i] =' ' ,-
if (fig2 [i] ==, ~, ) fig2 [i] =, ,.,
if (fig3 [i] ==' ~' ) fig3 [i] =' ' ,-
}
printf ("printswitch%d\n", printswitch ) ;
printf ("analyze_size%d\n", analyze_size
printf ("adapsize%d\n", adapsize ) ;
printf("adapmu %if\n",adapmu );
printf ("adap_init%if\n", adap_init ) ;
printf ("tom_number%d\n", tom_number ) ;
printf("o trace %d\n",o trace );
printf("x trace %d\n",x trace ) ;
printf("multi trace%dkn",multi trace ) ;
printf ("plot_y%dkn", plot_y ) ;
printf ("LMS%d\n", LMS ) ;
printf ("MLMS%dkn", MLMS ) ;
printf("%s\n",figl );
printf("%skn",fig2 ) ;
printf("%skn", fig3 ) ;
getch () ;
W1 = findwindow(WinCoords) ;
if (Wl --= NULL) W1 = &DefaultWindow;
WI->Bcol = Green;
WI->Fcol = BWhite;
WI->Tcol = Magenta;
Wl->Title = " Data file browser "-
CFD = getenv(DataDir);
W2.br = Wl->br; /* bottom of screen */
Wl->br = Wl->tr +2;
W2.tr = Wl->br +i;
makewindow (2, &W2) ;
makewindow (I, Wl) ;
if (!CFD) (
wprintf(" DATA directory ? > ");
);
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CFD = getstr(Def);
}
clearwindow (I) ;
if (!CFD) {
wprintf ("No directory selected") ;
exit (0) ;
)
shiftwindow (2) ;
sprintf (Buff, "%s* .*",CFD) ;
setvideomode (videomode) ;
_print_switch (printswitch) ;
_settext justify (LEFT_TEXT, TOP_TEXT) ;
_setfontpath( "c:\\gp" ) ;
_setfontstyle ( TRIPLEX_FONT );
_settextscaling( 2, 4, 2, 4 );
settextcolor (0) ;
clearscreen (GCLEARSCKEEN) ;
screen_phase () ;
dialog () ;
/****start for each file ********/
if ((Status = dos findfirst (Buff,
A NORMALI A ARCHI A RDONLY,&Finfo)) != 0)(
wprintf("No abble to find first file");
exit (0) ;
}
NFMax=first_data_file+analyze_size ;
for (i=l; i<=NFMax; i++) {
if (i<first_data_file) {
if(( Status = dos findnext (&Finfo)) !=0)exit (0) ;
continue;
}
sprint f (FBuff, "%s%s" ,CFD, Finfo. name) ;
if(kbhit()) break;
if ( (F -- fopen (FBuff, "rb") ) == NULL) {
wprintf("Unable to open %s",FBuff);
exit (I) ;
}
S = (sct_t *)malloc(sizeof(sct_t));
if(IS) {
wprintf("Memory allocation error ! !\n") ;
exit (I) ;
}
fread(S, sizeof(sct t),l,F);
if(S->Len != sizeof(sct t))( /* check SCT from file */
wprintf("The SCT is an unexpected size\n");
exit (0) ;
}
star (FBuff,&Dstat);
/***plot sounding time ***/
settextcolor (0) ;
settextwindow (i, I, 30, 80) ;
q
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if(i==first data file){
_setviewport (0, 0,639,479) ;
_grtextxy (70,385, crime (&Dstat. st_atime) ) ;
_settextposition (25, 8) ;
_outtext (crime (&Dstat. st_atime) ) ;
)
if ((i-first_data_file) ==analyze_size) {
_setviewport (0, 0,639,479) ;
_grtextxy (380,385, ctime (&Dstat. st_atime) ) ;
}
_settextposition (25, 50) ;
outtext(ctime(&Dstat.st atime));
--setviewport (2,398,637,477) ;
_setwindow (1, 0.0, 0.0, WINDOW_W, WINDOW_H) ;
setcolor (11) ;
_rectangle w ( GBORDER, 0.0, 0.0, WINDOW_W, WINDOW_H) ;
for (j=0; j<adapsize; j++) {
adapw[ j ] =I. 0/(double) adapsize;
adapx [j ]=adap_init;
}
adapy=adap_in it;
mean_range=220. ;
old_range=210. ;
Pos=S->Len;
PulseSet = 0;
NotDone = i;
F2ragen=0;
_setviewport (10,20,600,380) ;
setwindow (I, 0.0, 0.0, WINDOW_W, WINDOW H) ;
while (NotDone) {
fsetpos (F, &Pos) ;
size=fread(&PCT, size of /_ct, l,F) ;
if(size<=0) {
clearerr (F) ;
NotDone = 0;
)
if((int) ((&PCT) ->SH.NmEs)<tom number)
plot_one_set (i-first_data_file, Pos, &PCT, F) ;
Pos += PCT.Len;
PulseSet++;
if ((int) (PCT.Freq/10000) >1000) F2ragen=l;
}
fclose (F) ;
free((void *)S) ;
if(( Status = dos findnext(&Finfo)) !=0)break;
settextwindow (26, 2, 30, 80) ;
_settextposition (3, 51) ;
sprintf (ch, " %d", i) ;
outtext (ch) ;
if (whichplot==4) {
f
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if ( ( cch =getch ()) =='p' ) { /*print_handler () ; */
err = _open_drw( "browsl.plt" ) ;
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
printf ("\n _open_drw () error=%s ", gperrmsg (err)) ;
exit (i) ;
}
err = save drw();
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
printf ("\n _save_drw() error=%s", gperrmsg(err) ) ;
•exit (I) ;
)
err = close drw() ;
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
printf("kn _close_drw() error=%s", gperrmsg(err));
exit (1 ) ;
clearscreen(_GVIEWPORT);
pulse_window();
cch=getch();
}
if( cch ==27) break;
/* rewind(image) ; */
f
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if (whichplot !=4) {
/* if(( cch =getch())=='p')*/ {
err = _open_drw( "browsl.plt" );
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
printf("\n _open_drw() error=%s", gperrmsg(err)) ;
exit (1 ) ;
}
err = save drw();
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
printf("kn _save_drw() error=%s", gperrmsg(err));
exit (1 ) ;
}
err = close drw();
if( err )
{
setvideomode ( DEFAULTMODE ) ;
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}
void
(
printf ("\n _close_drw ()
exit (I) ;
error=%s"
}
)
_setvideomode (_DEFAULTMODE)
• gperrmsg (err)) ;
subroutines ****************/
plot_one_set (int file_index ,fpos__t Pos,pct__t *P,FILE *F)
word j,number of echos;
echo t E;
double amp2, echo_Po, Pol [21 ], echo_amp [21 ], echo_range [21 ] ;
int plot_color, frequency, color band ,sizeofechos ;
int i,echo in window=0,plot;
double sum_range=0, xxl, xx2, yyl, yy2;
frequency= (int) ((P->Freq)/I0000) ;
if(f band[frequency] !=l) return;
color band=color[ (15-frequency)%16];
setcolor (color_band) ;
number of echos = P->SH.NmEs;
if (number_of_echos>=20) number of echos=20;
Pos += size of pct;
fsetpos (F, &Pos) ;
sizeofechos=size of echos ;
delta_range=100.0 ;
echo in window=0;
sum_range=0.0 ;
for(j=0;j<number of echos;j++) {
fread (&E, sizeofechos, I,F) ;
arange (E, &echo Po,&amp2) ;
echo_amp [j ]=amp2 ;
Pol [j ]=echo Po;
echo_range [j ]=I. 5* (double) E .RgBn;
}
switch (whichplot) (
case 0 :
xxl= (double) (file_index) ;
f
f
case
for(j=0;j<number of echos;j++) {
yyl=echo_range[j];
_setpixel_w(xxl,yyl);
}
break;
I: /* for fig611a,b.plt */
xxl=6.0* (double) (file_index) ;
if (((P->Freq)>=60000)&&((P->Freq)<=60200)) plot_color=0;
if ( ((P->Freq) >=65000) && ((P->Freq) <=65200) ) plot_color=7;
if ( ((P->Freq) >=70000) && ((P->Freq) <=70200) )plot_color=13;
if (((P->Freq)>=75000)&&((P->Freq)<=75200)) plot_color=l;
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if (((P->Freq) >=80000) && ((P->Freq) <=80200) )
if ( ((P->Freq) >=85000) && ((P->Freq) <=85200) )
setcolor (plot_color) ;
if ((((P->Freq) >=60000) && ((P->Freq) <=60200)
JJ (((P->Freq) >=65000) && ((P->Freq) <=65200)
JJ (((P->Freq) >=70000) && ((P->Freq) <=70200)
Jt (((P->Freq) >=75000) && ((P->Freq) <=75200)
IJ (((P->Freq) >=80000) && ((P->Freq) <=80200)
I a (((P->Freq) >=85000) && ((P->Freq) <=85200)
for(j=0;j<number of echos;j++) {
if (o_trace==l) if(((Pol[j])> (pi*0.25)
<(pi*0.75))) /* o-mode only*/
(
yyl=echo_range [j ];
if((yyl>200.0)&&(yyl<300.0)) {
yyl= (yyl-200.0) *8.0;
_setpixel_w(xxl,yyl) ; }
}
plot_color=0;
plot_color=4;
)
)
)
)
)
))
)&& ((Pol [j ])
if(x trace==l)if(((Pol[j])<(-pi*0.25))
&& ((Pol[j])>(-pi*0.75)))
{
yyl=echo_range [j];
if((yyl>200.0)&&(yyl<300.0)) {
yyl= (yyl-200.0) *8.0;
_setpixel_w (xxl, yyl) ; }
}
f
f
case
)
break;
2: /* for fig69a.plt and fig69b.plt*/
xxl=6.0* (double) (file_index) ;
if (((P->Freq)>=21000)&&((P->Freq)<=21200)) plot_color=7;
if (((P->Freq) >=23000) && ((P->Freq) <=23200) )plot_color=13;
if (((P->Freq)>=32000)&&((P->Freq)<=32200)) plot_color=0;
if (((P->Freq)>=35000)&&((P->Freq)<=35200)) plot_color=4;
if (((P->Freq) >=29000) && ((P->Freq) <=29200) )
if (((P->Freq) >=19000) && ((P->Freq) <=19200) )
setcolor (plot_color) ;
if (( ((P->Freq) >=21000) && ((P->Freq) <=21200) )
[I ( ((P->Freq) >=23000) && ((P->Freq) <=23200) )
JJ (((P->Freq) >=32000) && ((P->Freq) <=32200) )
JJ (((P->Freq) >=35000) && ((P->Freq) <=35200) )
Ii (((P->Freq) >=29000) && ((P->Freq) <=29200) )
I i (((P->Freq) >=19000) && ((P->Freq) <=19200) ) )
for (j=0; j<number_of_echos; j++) {
if(o trace==l)
plot color=l;
plot_color=0 ;
if(((Pol[j])> (pi*0.25)) && ( (Pol [j] )
<(pi*0.75))) /* o-mode only*/
{
yyl=echo_range [j ];
if((yyl>250.O)&&(yyl<450.O)) {
yyl= (yyi-250.0) "4. O;
_setpixel_w (xxl, yyl) ; }
}
i f ( x t r a c
if(((Pol[j])<(-pi*O.25))&&((Pol[j])>(-pi*0.75)))
{
yyl=echo_range [j ];
if((yyl>250.O)&&(yyl<450.O)) {
case
case
e = = 1 )
yyl= (yyl-250.0) *4.0;
_setpixel_w(xxl,yyl) ; }
}
}
break;
3:
xxl= (double) (file_index*600/analyze_size) ;
if ((((P->Freq) >=I0000) && ((P->Freq) <=10200) )
II (((P->Freq) >=20000) && ((P->Freq) <=20200) )
II (((P->Freq) >=30000) && ((P->Freq) <=30200) )
I I (((P->Freq) >=40000) && ((P->Freq) <=40200) )
II ( ((P->Freq) >=50000) && ((P->Freq) <=50200) )
II (((P->Freq) >=60000) && ((P->Freq) <=60200) ))
for (j=0; j<number_of_echos; j++) {
if(((Pol[j])> (pi*0.25))&&((Pol[j]) <(pi*0.75)))
{
yyl=echo_range [j ];
_setpixel_w (xxl, yyl );
}
}
break;
4:
if(!F2ragen) for(j=0;j<number_of_echos;j++) {
plot_color=8;
plot=l;
if(number of echos>=5){
plot=tom_alg (echo_amp, number_of_echos) ;
if(plot==0) plot_color=ll;
else plot_color=9;
}
if (plot&& (adapy-range_window<echo_range [j ] )
&& (echo_range [j]<adapy+range window) )
{
if(multi_trace==l){
sum_range+=echo_range[j];
echo in window++; }
plot_color=14;
if(((Pol[j])> (pi*O.25))&&((Pol[j])
(
<(pi*0.75)))
/* adaptive ordinary only*/
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plot_color=l;
if(o trace==l){ sum_range+=echo_range[j];
echo in window++; }
)
if(((Pol[j])<(-pi*0.25))&&((Pol[j])>(-pi*0-75)))
{ /* X-mode */
plot_color=7;
if (x_trace==l) {
sum_range+=echo_range [J ] ;
echo in window++; }
)
)
setcolor (plot_color) ;
xxl= (double) (P->Freq/250) ;
yyl--echo_range [j ] ;
if ((plot_color==l) II (plot_color==7))
_rectangle w ( GFILLINTERIOR, xxl, yyl+l., xxl+l., yyl) ;
_setpixel_w (xxl, yyl ) ;
if (plot_y==l) { _setc°l°r (13) ;
_setpixel_w (xxl, adapy) ; }
if((j==number of echos-l)&& (echo in window!=0)) {
mean range=sum_range/(double) (echo in window) ;
for (Y=adapsize-I ; i>0; i--) adapx [i] =adapx [i-i ];
adapx [0 ]=mean_range;
if (MLMS==I) for (i=0;i<adapsize; i++) adapw [i] +=
adapmu* (double) frequency*adape*adapx [i ] ;
if (LMS==I) for (i=0; i<adapsize; i++) adapw [i] +=
adapmu*adape*adapx [i ] ;
adapy=0.0;
for(i=0;i<adapsize;i++)adapy+=adapw[i]*adapx[i];
adape=mean_range-adapy;
}
)
else if(F2ragen) for(j=0;j<number of echos;j++) {
plot=l;
plot_color=4 ;
if(number of echos>=5){
plot=tom_alg (echo_amp, number_o f_echo s) ;
if(plot==0) plot_color=ll;
else plot_color=9;
)
if (plot&& (delta_range> (echo_range [j ]-old_range) ) &&
(old_range<echo_range [j ] ) ) {
delta_range=echo_range [j ]-old_range ;
mean_range=echo_range [J ] ;
plot_co lor=l 4 ;
if(((Pol[j])> (pi*0.25)) && ( (Pol [j ])
< (pi*0.75)) )plot_color=l;
/
I
}
void
(
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if( ( (Pol [j] )< (-pi*0.25))&&
((Pol[j])>(-pi*0.75))) plot_color=7;
)
setcolor (plot_color) ;
x--xl= (double) (P->Freq/250) ;
yyl=echo_range [j ] ;
_setpixel_w (xxl, yyl) ;
if (j==number of echos-l) old_range=mean_range;
)
break;
dialog (void)
void screen_Ipulse(void),screen 4pulse(void) ;
char ch;
int i;
_setviewport (2,398,637,477) ;
clearscreen (GVIEWPORT) ;
--setwindow (1, O. 0, 0.0, WINDOW_W, WINDOW_H) ;
--rectangle__w (_GBORDER, 0.0,0.0, WINDOW_W, WINDOW_H) ;
settextcolor (0
_setviewport (0,
_grtextxy (I00, 4
_grtextxy (i00, 4
_grtextxy (100, 4
settextwindow (26, 2,
_settextposition (i, 1
outtext ("Plot mode
);
0,639,479) ;
I0, figl) ;
30, fig2) ;
50, fig3) ;
30, 80) ;
);
(0,1,2,3,4)? ") ;
scanf("%d",&whichplot )"
n_pulse=l ;
if (n_pulse < 4) screen_Ipulse() ;
else screen 4pulse();
settextwindow (26, 2,30, 80) ;
_settextposition (2, I) ;
outtext ("
--settextposition (2, i) ;
outtext ("Frequency Bands IMHZ-16MHZ
while ((int) (ch=getche ()) !=13) {
switch (ch) {
case ' 0' :
f band[0] =i;
break;
case ' I' :
f band[l] =I;
break;
case ' 2' :
f band[2] =i;
break;
case ' 3' :
f band[3] =i;
");
(l...f or g(global))?");
i
f
") ;
") ;
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
case
break;
'4':
f band[4] =i;
break;
'5':
f band[5] =i;
break;
'6':
f band [6] =I;
break;
"7t:
f band [7] =I;
break;
'8':
f band[8] =I;
break;
'9':
f band [9] =I;
break;
'a' :
f band[lO]=l;
break;
'b' :
f band[ll] =i;
break;
tCt :
f band[12] =I;
break;
'd' :
f band[13] =i;
break;
'e':
f band[14] =I;
break;
,f,:
f band[15] =I;
break;
,g' :
for (i--O; i<16; i++) f_band [i] =I;
break;
break;
}
}
_settextposition(3,1);
outtext("
_settextposition(4,1);
outtext("
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_settextposition (3, I) ;
outtext("Data file # you want to start with(l,2,3...)?
scanf("%d",&first_data file) ;
_settextposition (4, i) ;
outtext("predict window size(l...100)?");
scanf ("%d", &i) ;
range_window= (double) i;
_settextposition (4, 35 ) ;
outtext ("<Press :p (plot), ESC (stop), others (restart) >") ;
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